
Design trends to watch in
winter 2023

Winter is upon us yet again and while the
weather might be blue, the renovating and
design trends certainly are not.

Patterns, pinks and pretty glass features are
in this season, giving us a much-needed
escape from the cool blast outside.

So if you’re planning on sprucing up your
home, undertaking a kitchen renovation or
just wondering what the current trends in
interior design are this winter, here’s what’s
in at the moment.
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Patterns and tactile surfaces

Our love affair with fun and colour is set to remain in winter with patterns,
layers and detail you can feel a must-have.

From Mediterranean-inspired tiles to rough stone benchtops and
splashbacks, there are many ways to include patterns and textured surfaces
in your space. If you’re looking to test the water without going all out,
consider the style and material you use for your cupboards or add character
with a splashback.

For kitchens with a dining space attached, decorate with material-covered
chairs (like leather or soft bally cotton) and furniture with rounded edges.

https://theneffkitchen.com.au/inspiration/kitchen-cabinetry-how-to-style/
https://theneffkitchen.com.au/inspiration/kitchen-splashback/
https://theneffkitchen.com.au/inspiration/kitchen-splashback/


Paper lights

Paper lanterns have been around for hundreds of years and they’re back in
Vogue again with a modern twist.

With homeowners and decorators chasing soft, calming light, ambient
lighting is an easy way to add warmth and style to spaces like dining and
living rooms.

Brown and pink

Like a (modern) nod to the 70s, pinks and browns are back in – from
fashion to design and décor.

Think peach-coloured walls, taupe furniture, pink kitchenware and
everything in between. You might even be able to take a leaf from the
Tuscan-inspired design book (another popular trend this year). And while it
can be hard to match appliances with colour, NEFF Slide&HideÒ Graphite
Grey ovens fits seamlessly within your cabinetry and won’t detract from the
overall aesthetic.

Muted colours are fresh and a little bit feminine.

https://theneffkitchen.com.au/inspiration/tuscan-kitchen-design/
https://theneffkitchen.com.au/appliance/slide-hide/
https://theneffkitchen.com.au/appliance/slide-hide/
https://www.neff.com.au/discover-neff/product-design/graphite-grey
https://www.neff.com.au/discover-neff/product-design/graphite-grey


Glass features

And if you can’t get to Europe this year to marvel at the artistry and
craftsmanship in places like Murano, Italy – you can, at least, keep up with
design trends inspired by such locations.

Statement glass is top of the list for home renovators this season.

Taking inspiration from the colour and beauty of the Italian islands (and
surrounding countries), and with a nod to the bygone 70s and 80s era,
stunning handmade materials are a sure way to create a wow factor in your
home this winter.

 

Our range of Slide&HideÒ ovens, including the Choice-recommended built-in
oven, can add some contrasting colour and sparkle to your kitchen too.

About NEFF  

NEFF is a German-engineered kitchen appliance brand, with a product
range that includes ovens, cooktops, rangehoods, coffee machines and
dishwashers designed to make life in the kitchen a daily pleasure. For
people who love to cook, NEFF gives you the tools to create meaningful
connections, express your creativity and make memories. Because real life
happens in the kitchen.

Learn more about NEFF here.
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